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work' s analysis 
 Materials used :  fabric,  wool 

 Artistic technique : patchwork 

 

Encounter with the work :  
• Discover and observe the  works made by two artists from the valley 

• Visit the different sites of the  "Carrefour Européen du Patchwork" of Sainte Marie aux Mines  

Educational interest 
• Discover the artists from the valley and their work 
• Observe, describe and analyse the creations from the different artists 
• Create a work in the style of Marlyse BOUVIER and  Michelle FLUCK  

 

required age : 
 starting from  
9.... years 

 

landscapes and mosaic 

Marlyse BOUVIER & Michelle FLUCK still alive 

 



creative process 
 

  
 
 

 

progress  
 

 students tasks  
 

 Glue the thermolam with the vliesofix.  
To do this , apply the rough surface on the thermolam and iron. 

 Recuparate the paper to draw on it a simple landscape (sky, sun, mountains, meadows, lakes…) 

 Number the different parts of the landscape. 
 Cut the different pieces making the landscape. 
 Position the paper back to front on the fabric, then draw the outlines on the fabric leaving a little extra border  
 Cut the fabric by using scissors for fabrics 
 Position the sky on the thermolam and iron while putting some cooking paper on top 
 Iron without overlaping 
 Keep on doing so going towards the bottom 

 When the landscape is finished, decorate with  flowers, wool, sequins etc… 
 
 

 instructions  
 

 Stack the thermolam on the rough side of the vliesofix and iron 

 Draw a simple landscape (sky, sun , mountains, meadows, lakes…) on the recuperated paper of the vliesofix and number each 
part of the landscape 

 Cut the different parts of the landscape 
 Choose for each part of the landscape a piece of fabric of your choice 
 Apply each piece of the landscape back to front on the backside of the fabric then draw the outlines and cut. 
 When each piece is cut,  reconstitute  the landscape on the thermolam starting with the sky and iron each piece of fabric. 

 When the landscape is reconstituted, decorate it by gluing wool, flowers, sequins … 

 
 

 teacher's role  
 

 Help children in difficulty 
 Supervise a safe use of the iron 

Teach the children to be meticulous, careful, precise and patient. 

Implemented resources / materials (per student) : 
 

 Thermolam (ou ouatine) : stiff voluminous canvas covering, ideal for quilts, very 
well adapted for tapestries, narrow bands of carpets, place-mats also called 
felt 

 Vliesofix (veil with coating double face to realize applied, works of creative 

activities, patch etc… 
 fabrics of different colors 
 black and white pencils to draw the outlines of the different parts of the 

landscape on the fabric using the vliesofix paper 
 scissors for papers 
 scissors for fabrics 
 cooking paper 
 mini iron 

 decorative flowers, sequins, wool … 
 glue for fabrics 

Learning objectives : 

 Create a personal work in the style 

of the creations made by local 

artists using the same technics and 

the same materials.  

 

 

Pedagogical organization : 
 Work in small groups with the 

teacher 
 
 

Duration : 
 6 – 7 sessions of 45 minutes  

 
 
 

 



implementation steps 
 

1  
 

2  

  Draw a simple landscape (sky, sun, mountains, meadows, lakes,…) on the 
paper recuperated from the vliesofix 

and  put a number on each piece of the landscape. 
Cut the different pieces of the landscape. 

 

 
Choose for each part of the landscape the appropriate piece of material. 

 

3  
 

4   
 

Apply each piece of the landscape back to front on the backside of the 
fabric, then draw the outlines on the paper. 

 

 
Cut each  piece  of material 

5  

 

6  

Reconstituate the landscape on the thermolam , starting by ironing the sky,. 
Do the same with the remaining elements. 

 

Decorate the landscape with decorative elements such as flowers, sequins, 

knots, wool… 
  

 
possible extensions 
 

 
 
 

 

performed by ............. Véronique LUTZ     Sylvie VINCENT - 
    Ecole André AALBERG  ce.0681410N@ac-strasbourg.fr 
 

 Use the same techniques to perform a work in small squares mosaic of a side centimeter 
 

mailto:ce.0681410N@ac-strasbourg.fr


Students' works 
 

  

  

  
 


